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Reinforcing ironwork 
drives the boom

N ew areas of work fostered by government invest-
ments, tax breaks and credits will continue to expand 

opportunities for our union in the U.S. and Canada. Off-opportunities for our union in the U.S. and Canada. Off-opportunities for our union in the U.S. and Canada. Off
shore wind and electric vehicles lead the way for newer 
types of work, coupled with much-needed infrastructure 
spending. Infrastructure spending is not just roads and 
bridges; it includes mass transit, airports, port expansion, 
waste treatment facilities, courthouses, military facilities, 
schools and hospitals. Then, include our existing tradi-
tional private and public work. It all supports my last few 
articles empathizing the need to increase organizing and 
expand apprenticeship and journeymen upgrading. The 
work boom is imminent.

As I mentioned in my last article, as we grow  our union, 
specialty work needs a greater emphasis — particularly 
reinforcing training. (Note: It kills me to refer to reinforc-
ing as specialty work. I consider reinforcing a core aspect 
of our trade.) If you come from a mixed local, it might do 
its fair share of reinforcing training and work, but in most 
areas, we are far from where we need to be. Our reinforc-
ing market share in some areas is nonexistent. All of the 
work mentioned above, except for offshore wind, relies 
upon our union having an adequate number of reinforcing 
ironworker members. 

And yes, we need the other ironworking aspects as well.
Construction techniques vary significantly from 40 years 

ago when I joined the Iron Workers. In the last 20 years, we 
have seen more compressive strength concrete coupled with 
higher strength rebar, expanded post-tensioning techniques 
and modularization of precast materials often done at or 
near large-scale projects to save logistical costs.

The Iron Workers are recognized for their excellent rig-
ging, welding and steel erection training. Unfortunately, 
each local allows market share to dictate the emphasis 
on their training aspects, often without turning out the 
rodbusters desperately needed for today’s construction 
economy. For those locals already doing the necessary 
rebar training, thank you.

For various reasons, in 2004, the Iron Workers 
chartered a specialty Local 846 to capture low-density 
reinforcing work, which later spun off a second local, Local 
847. At the time, arguments existed for and against special-
ized locals, but as time has evolved, many locals outside of 
846/847 jurisdiction have come to rely on those locals for 
a reinforcing workforce, failing to properly prepare their 

locals for the ever-expand-
ing aspect of our work.

I have previously rec-
ommended that areas with 
increased reinforcing work 
volume explore starting 
dedicated reinforcing appren-
ticeship training to turnout 
rodbusters absent JIW status. 
Then, the rodbuster member 
could return for expanded training to change their classifi-
cation. Dedicated rodbuster training can turn out members 
at a faster pace than a full core curriculum offered to JIW 
apprentices. Honestly, most of our members drift to one or 
two aspects of our trade even after attaining JIW status.

The Ironworker proudly features stories and images 
from the awesome projects our reinforcing ironwork-
ers perform daily. The organizing and manufacturing 
department and the California District Council are 
engaged in multiple organizing campaigns to expand 
our reinforcing market share. It has not been easy as 
companies keep hiring union-busting law firms employ-
ing union-busting techniques. The California District 
Council and Local 416 (Los Angeles) recently signed a 
top-down campaign where the company did not want to 
subject itself to a bottom-up campaign — bringing 150 
new members into our union.

As large-scale projects continue to materialize, the 
struggle will not be with staffing these long-term projects 
with expedited job schedules. Instead, my concern is that 
we continue to do our everyday bread-and-butter work 
while ignoring the emerging work like battery and chip 
plants, airport expansion and road and bridge projects. 
There should be no confusion. I want our union to keep 
our existing market share, support our signatory contrac-
tors AND expand with these new opportunities.

We must all heed the call for more rodbusters, supervi-
sors and expanded training. Let’s grow our membership 
and market share for the long term with recruitment, 
training and organizing.

Eric Dean
General President, 1051885

ERIC DEAN
General President
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BRITISH COLUMBIA’S OLDEST HOSPITAL
MODERNIZES IN REDEVELOPMENT
It has been over a year since A&H Steel
Vancouver began rebar work at the Royal
Columbian Hospital Phase 2 Acute Care Tower
in New Westminster; foreman and Local 97
(Vancouver, British Columbia) member Chris
Shewbert was there at bar number one. “It
has been a hill to climb with the trials and
tribulations of a design-build like this one, but
the intricacies of such an endeavor have made it
much more rewarding,” said Shewbert.

The Acute Care Tower (A.C.T.) is the second
of three phases in the massive $1.49 billion
redevelopment of the 160-year-old hospital. The
Acute Care Tower design-build, scheduled for
completion in 2025, was contracted by EllisDon
Design Build Inc. through public tender. Once
complete, the A.C.T. will vastly increase bed
capacity and include a two-level underground
parkade and a rooftop helipad, much needed
for a hospital that sees more patients arrive
by air ambulance than any other hospital in the
province. With multiple floors dedicated to critical
care, including new operating rooms, radiology,
cardiology and recovery, the A.C.T. will be a
welcome addition to the ever-growing population
in New Westminster and its surrounding area.

The approximately 750,000-square-foot site
has seen its share of challenges, including

one of the larger raft slab pours in B.C.’s lower
mainland at roughly 2,400 cubic meters of
concrete. “It was high intensity, high volume
slab work,” said Shewbert. The tower has
eight cores, with a main elevator core with
700 cubic meters of concrete. In addition,
the architectural V columns at the entrance
provided their own challenges, standing at 65
feet tall with a 20% slope. At its peak, the
project will see up to 40 union ironworkers
from A&H Steel Vancouver on-site and will
have had an estimated 64,000 hours worked
when the last bar has been placed.

Throughout the project, A&H Steel Vancouver
has remained diligent in their commitment to
installing rebar efficiently and safely, staying on
schedule with zero lost-time incidents.

“It has been a pleasure having A&H Steel on
our project. Their culture and work ethic are
mentionable. Their active participation in the
workers’ trade committee has been an important
part in ensuring a safe work environment for
everyone.” states Stephanie Morand, HSE
manager for EllisDon on the RCH Development
Phase 2 & 3. A&H Steel Vancouver and Local 97
look forward to a long-lasting relationship with
their partners at EllisDon and continued success
on the project.
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SKY RIVER
WIND FARM
In one of the most remote locations in
the Tehachapi Mountains, Westwind
Reinforcing/CMC Rebar and Local 416 (Los
Angeles) install 22 windmill foundations at
the Sky River Jawbone Canyon project.

On-site were Darin Lazio, general foreman,
and ironworkers: Dan Tulacro, foreman;
Brandon Colber, steward; Edward Burton;
Dale Milnes; Juan Alonzo; Ryan Harice;
Alberto Rodrigez; Rogelio Vilasenor; and
Gonzalo Cervantes.
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IRONWORKER-FOUNDED K & N STEEL FINDS
SUCCESS ON THE ROCHEPORT BRIDGE
Every year nearly 12 million vehicles utilize the Rocheport Bridge
located on Interstate 70 in Missouri. Whether it is semi-trucks
carrying goods from the East Coast to the West Coast, business
travel, or families headed to vacation destinations, Rocheport
Bridge is the main corridor. The bridge is a vital piece of
infrastructure in the Midwest and is much depended on.

“The Rocheport Bridge lies at the heart of Missouri and not only
connects the two sides of our state, but the majority of our
country,” Governor Mike Parson said.

In 2019, news broke of the funding for a new design-build bridge
project estimated to cost $240 million in Missouri. The new
bridge, with an expected completion end of 2024, will replace
the current bridge constructed in 1960. Missouri received an
$81.2 million Infrastructure for Rebuilding America (INFRA) Grant
to help finance the bridge construction, the largest amount ever
given to the Missouri Department of Transportation (MoDOT) for
an infrastructure project. “With over 12 million vehicles using
the bridge each year and trucks carrying goods to all corners
of the country, we must have the world-class infrastructure
to meet the demand. This new bridge will keep people moving
safely and drive economic activity in our state and local
communities,” Governor Parson said.

For 99.9% of the population, the Rocheport Bridge is just
an ordinary bridge that gets you from one side to the other.
But for Keith Counts, Nate Williams and the rest of the K &
N Steel team, it is a significant business milestone. In 2019,
Local 396 (St. Louis) members, Counts and Williams, left their
positions tying rebar in the field, joined forces with Budrovich
Companies, and started their own company, K & N Steel. Since
then, they have grown steadily and positively impacted the

construction world. Counts and Williams, who come from a
rich history of ironworkers, have assembled a strong team of
80 ironworkers throughout the Missouri area. The K & N Steel
team has become a household name in the rebar business due
to their commitment to safety and craftsmanship.

“No doubt we have some of the best ironworkers in the industry
tying rebar for us. Their commitment to excellence, safety
and leadership is second to none,” Counts said. In K & N
Steel’s short time in business, they have been a part of some
of the most notable high-profile projects in the Midwest,
including large hospital developments, lock and dam projects,
wastewater treatment plants, bridgework and many other vital
infrastructure projects.

Brandon March, Local 396 (St. Louis); Kyle Burwell,
Local 396; Matthew Easley, Local 10 (Kansas City, Mo.);
Brian Bealmer, Local 10; and Chris Dowell, Local 396.
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In early 2021, the K & N Steel team was excited to receive
the substructure portion of the new I-70 Rocheport Bridge
project. The team worked closely with the Lunda Construction
Co. team on the substructure package, which includes 15
drilled shaft cages, with the largest cage being 11 feet in
diameter, stretching 115 feet long and weighing 94,000
pounds. It is estimated that over 1,500 work hours will be
utilized to complete the rebar portion of the substructure. In
the estimated 15,000 work hours, the team will have tied over
3.2 million pounds of rebar.

The Rocheport Bridge project will replace the original 1960
bridge with two new three-lane bridges running east and
west over the Missouri River. The large-scale rebar project
will require eight to 10 ironworkers during the peak of the
construction process. “This project will require us to tie our
cages on land and water. Two cages will be tied on land and
the remaining cages will be built from the water on a barge.
We are excited to hit the ground running as soon as we can
get past mother nature,” Williams said.

Just over four years ago, ironworkers Count and Williams
were traveling across this same bridge to tie rebar for their
employer. Now, their company is a part of rebuilding the
Midwest infrastructure, starting with the Rocheport Bridge.
Their story and success prove the American Dream is alive and
well, and their hard work, dedication, honesty, respect and open
communication are a solid foundation for a great, dependable
company — qualities just like the ironworkers they employ.

PACIFIC STEEL GROUP’S WORK ON THE WEST COAST
Pacific Steel Group officially began its venture into the
reinforcing industry on the West Coast in 2015 with a team
of some of the best union ironworkers. Project Blue Sky at
Warner Bros. Studios in Burbank, California, started in April
2020. In the footings, the average rebar deliveries were 1,200
tons per week. Feeding the need for the massive amount of
rebar needed daily were five of the best tower crane operators
from Local 12 “power placing” the material needed for the
Local 416 (Los Angeles) ironworkers down below daily. Once
the footings were finished, along came the shotcrete perimeter
walls, over 400 columns and three building core walls rising
out of the ground to the decks that averaged 85 tons per pour
with four deck pours a week. When the building reached
ground level, the unique building design canted the perimeter
in multiple directions, changing direction from floor to floor.

The job averaged 35 ironworkers a day but jumped to 80 at one
point with over 110,000 work hours with zero lost-time injuries
or accidents. The project was completed on time and under
budget, with the last column being set in February 2022.

Superintendent: Clint Pennington 

General foreman: Jose Garcia

Foreman: Armando Perez

Steward: Emmanuel Garcia

Quality control/safety: Rex Thompson

Riggers: Noel Marin and Emmanuel Garcia
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PEDESTRIAN TUNNEL BUILT BY MA REBAR SERVICES
AND LOCAL 1 (CHICAGO)
MA Rebar Services was on-site installing the rebar for the 145-
foot concrete pedestrian tunnel at the US Route 45 Underpass,
Millennium Trail in Antioch, Lake County, Illinois, with Local 1
(Chicago) ironworkers: Superintendent Brian Schifferer Patrick
McKermitt, Petria Lichner, Donald Walsh, Brian Jackson, John

Anderson, James Flynn, William Edmiston, Garrett Gruberman,
Patrick Tomaszkiewicz, Timothy Alcala, Frank Bergquist, David
Davila, Adalberto Davila, Thomas Wagner, Ricardo Soriano,
Joseph Faherty, Joseph Kilmartin, Ernest Smith, Neil Martin,
Michael Mulcrone, Daniel Casey and Dane O’Hare.
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LOCAL 847 (PHOENIX) ON REBAR PROJECTS
IN THE WEST
T&S REINFORCING IN UTAH’S WEST DAVIS CORRIDOR PROJECT

JD STEEL AT THE 1701 PLATTE IN DENVER

Local 847 members: Jesse Wilbur, Jed Jensen,
Fatu Teofilo, Mike Riley, Casey Sorensen, Josh
Jensen, Jared Bradley, Colby Sorensen, Frank
Sutera and Ron Lambert.
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NUCOR® HARRIS REBAR JOIN WITH LOCAL 721 (TORONTO,
ONTARIO) TO SHAPE DOWNTOWN TORONTO LANDMARK
TD TOWER – TORONTO, ONTARIO  |  160 FRONT STREET WEST

It is not every day you get to leave your
mark on the Toronto skyline.

But that’s just what Toronto-Dominion
(TD) will have the chance to do once
construction is completed on a new
office tower in the heart of Canada’s
largest city, which will serve as a major
step forward in the evolution of the
colleague experience at TD.

The new tower is being built at 160
Front Street West in Toronto by Cadillac
Fairview, a short walk from TD’s global
headquarters at King and Bay Streets
and about a block from Union Station in
the city’s downtown core.

The building was designed by world-
renowned Adrian Smith + Gordon Gill
Architecture, in collaboration with B+H
Architects as the architect of record.

Due to open in the fall of 2023, the
tower at 160 Front Street West
represents not only a reimagining of
the way employees work, but the next
chapter in TD’s real estate investment
strategy as the organization has a
chance to design from the ground up, a
new kind of workplace.

Construction of the TD Tower began in
January 2020, led by Roberto Menezes,
one of NUCOR Harris Rebar’s most
talented and dedicated general foreman
in the Greater Toronto Area (GTA).
Throughout the cold temperatures of a
Toronto winter, NUCOR Harris Rebar and

Local 721 (Toronto, Ontario) rodbusters,
partnered with PCL Construction
Canada Inc. and Verdi Alliance Group,
broke ground to begin installation of
the foundation to the 46-story tower
featuring numerous footing pads, two
core footings for both the tower and the
podium, countless columns containing
structural bar-locking and speed sleeve
couplers — all to which will help
support the impressive engineering
feat of a structure. With over 6,000
tons of reinforcing steel to be offloaded,
lifted, carried, placed and tied, the
hardworking men and women of NUCOR
Harris Rebar began a collaborative
effort to complete the structure safely
and on time.

Beginning in August 2020, NUCOR
Harris Rebar’s team of skilled Local
721 members had reached the ground
floor or level 1 of the structure. Faced
with provincial orders to shut down
non-essential construction projects and
the stress and unique health and safety
challenge the global COVID-19 pandemic
posed to all project staff on-site, the
team at 160 Front Street amazingly
reached the construction of the ground
floor in seven short months.

The only way to the top was up. With
a combined tally of 1.2 million square
feet of metal deck, including wire mesh
installation between the podium and the
tower, the new TD tower will provide
over 12,290 square feet of retail space

and more than 1.2 million square feet of
office space. The podium features seven
levels of reinforced core walls; the main
tower features 52 levels of elevator core
walls with two levels at the penthouse.
The way Local 721 teammates have
installed the rebar for the elevator
core walls and lobby slabs has been
challenging, using a unique self-
climbing core system created by M-Tech.
Nevertheless, it is nothing the team will
shy away from, thanks to the leadership
and knowledge of Roberto Menezes,
Justin Walker and Rhandy Coutu.

In tight quarters, some levels of the
core walls contained over 1,000
35m-threaded coupling bars and over 60
tons of reinforcing steel in some lower
lifts, including hundreds of form-saving
couplers placed precisely on each
level. The M-Tech climber features
removable grates on the top level of the
system where reinforcing bars are hand
passed down to teammates working
on the current lift of walls, along with
flown-in prefabricated header beams
and zones. The amount of coordination
involved on some levels due to the
interaction with post-tensioning beams,
structural steel and reinforcing steel
proved to be a challenge the NUCOR
Harris Rebar project management
team and site leaders achieved with
pure professionalism. Truly a non-stop,
physically and mentally demanding
installation for 52 levels that continue
to provide the customer with a one-

Local 721 rodmen, the NUCOR® Harris
Rebar team

Front row–Adam Wilcox, Deion Morgan,
Mauricio Acevedo, Ryan Mercier, Warwick
Smith, Dylan Bell, Danny Duong, Brain
Linton, Jose Teles and Victor Menezes.

Back row–Jason Warby, Mike Vibert,
Jarod Jones, Rhandy Coutu, Steven Harris
and Adam Gakou.

Missing from photo–Justin Walker and
Roberto Menezes.
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BEAUTIFUL VIEWS ATOP THE BUTTERFLY
IN VANCOUVER’S WEST END
The coastal skyline and ocean views are already a sight
to behold at Level 25 for A&H Steel Vancouver’s Local 97
(Vancouver, British Columbia) ironworkers. The luxury high-
rise will reach 57 stories at completion in 2023. Located in
the heart of downtown Vancouver, the 6,000-metric-ton
project will be a defining presence on the Vancouver skyline.
Westbank Corp and architect Bing Thom named the project

The Butterfly due to its curved glass, sculptural concrete forms
and extensive areas of natural light. The idea was to create
a home in the sky, with the architectural cladding on the
slab edge meant to resemble clouds. Other features include
a 375-foot-by-15-foot swimming pool and 60-foot entrance
archways — no small feat for A&H Steel’s first awarded
project in the Vancouver market.

week cycle per lift of core walls. All
completed with construction safety
excellence led by the on-site NUCOR
Harris Rebar leadership team and
trade partners. Through hard work
and dedication to its fullest, combined
with world-class construction safety
diligence, the ironworkers of Toronto’s
Local 721 have again provided the city
with another landmark tower in the
heart of the downtown.
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TIMES SQUARE AMAZES WITH
THE NEW TSX ON BROADWAY
A joint venture of Sorbara Construction and Winco Corporation,
with Local 46L (New York) ironworkers, built and molded the
structure on 47th Street and Broadway, known now as the TSX
on Broadway in NYC. Sorbara Construction has been a union
contractor company since 1995; Winco has been since 1992.

At completion, the project will total 550,000 square feet,
the largest in Times Square since the 1980s. It promises to
become a global landmark for live performances, brands
and culture.

PROJECT FEATURES:

+ The 109-year-old famous Palace Theatre, weighing 7,000
tons, will be lifted and raised hydraulically over 30 feet
within the new TSX building. By doing so, 100,000 square
feet of retail and commercial space will be added at
ground floor level. When locked into its new elevation, it
will get a $50 million renovation and be brought back to
its original natural look of the Kirchoff & Rose’s Palace
Theatre with some new modern amenities. 

+ A four-story reinforced concrete truss with total rebar
installed weighing approximately 400 tons, designed to
hold up the new 33-floor hotel tower above the Palace
Theatre’s new elevation. The truss requires three different
tendon-stressing stages. As weight is added, the stressing
lifts it back to its proper location. Retensioning occurred
each time 10 new floors were added to the tower above.

+ Total rebar installed was over 3,800 tons combined
approximately.

+ As the roof was being raised, the cellar was being dug
down. Two full-length sub-cellars were added.

+ An indoor/outdoor entertainment stage hangs over
Broadway for shows and concerts, one of a kind in
Times Square.

+ 10,000 square feet of outdoor terrace wraps around from
the Broadway side to the 47th Street side.

+ 614-foot-tall multi-use structure with 550,000 square
feet of space.

+ 18,000 square feet of multiple massive 8K LED signs
wrapped around lower floors and at the crown of the tower.

+ A 669-room hotel, 30 rooms of which are ball drop
rooms for NYE.

+ 25% of the old building remains mainly old slabs, few walls
and columns, which are embedded in the new structure.

+ $2.5-plus billion project.

+ Owned by L&L Holding co. & TSX Entertainment.

+ Companies involved include Sorbara Construction, Winco
Corporation, Urban Engineering, CB Construction, Com-
modore Construction, McLaren Engineering Group, VSL,
Langan Engineering, Severud Associates Consulting Engi-
neers, Mancini Duffy, PBDW and Perkins Eastman. Rebar
was supplied by Nucor-Harris Rebar and Engineered
Devices Corporation (EDC). Other trades and companies
within the building were 100% union.

+ The structure was built on time, safely and on budget.
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WATER TREATMENT PLANT
IN DOWNTOWN ALBANY, NEW YORK
AAA REINFORCING LLC AND LOCAL 12 (ALBANY, N.Y.)
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LOCAL 25 (DETROIT) RODBUSTERS AND BLACK SWAMP
STEEL AT THE GORDIE HOWE INTERNATIONAL BRIDGE

LOCAL 405’S (PHILADELPHIA) REINFORCING
IRONWORK AT 1 DOCK STREET

Steward Lavar Peterson, Local 405, working on mat
foundation at 1 Dock Street in Philadelphia. The job is 31
floors poured in place building with over 2,000 tons of rebar.

The south walls
at 1 Dock Street,
Philadelphia.

Walls
being
set by
Bayshore
Rebar at
1 Dock
Street.
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LOCAL 846 (AIKEN, S.C.) SHOWS REINFORCING
IRONWORKER SKILLS ACROSS THE SOUTH
BARTON MALOW AT THE SPRING HILL GM PLANT
IN TENNESSEE

JD STEEL AT BELMONT UNIVERSITY DORMS
IN NASHVILLE, TENNESSEE

WESTWIND REINFORCING AT THE AQUALINA
BUILDING IN MIAMI

WHALEY STEEL AT THE FORT ELGIN ARMY BASE,
FT. WALTON, FLORIDA

TITAN REINFORCING AT THE WASTEWATER
TREATMENT PLANT IN NASHVILLE, TENNESSEE

WHALEY STEEL AT THE ZACHARY BRIDGE
IN ZACHARY, LOUISIANA

NEXT CENTURY REBAR AT THE AMAZON
WAREHOUSE IN KNOXVILLE, TENNESSEE

TITAN REINFORCING AT THE CAPE CANAVERAL
AIRFORCE BASE
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THE REINFORCING IRONWORK OF LOCAL 396 (ST. LOUIS)

MERCY HOSPITAL

WASHINGTON UNIVERSITY

Local 396 ironworkers working for Penn Services performing the rebar work.

LOCAL 396 APPRENTICES

Local 396 apprentices at work.

O'FALLON, MISSOURI

Local 396 members are working with
United Ironworkers, Inc., setting rebar
walls in the wastewater treatment plant
in O’Fallon, Missouri.

Local 396 and Penn Services at work
at the Washington University School
of Medicine Neuroscience Research
Building and Parking Garage.

Local 396 members working hard setting rebar walls with Penn Services at the new
Washington University Neuroscience Building in St. Louis.

Local 396 members working
on the new Mercy new Mercy new  Hospital Mercy Hospital Mercy
garage at Highway at Highway at  40 Highway 40 Highway  and
Ballas with Penn Services.
Members are tying rebar
cages for the for the for  garage that will that will that
serve patients for decades. for decades. for

Union ironworkers with
Penn Services on the
post-tension cables for
Alberici Constructors on the
structural steel at Mercy
Hospital St. Louis.
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L ocal 17 ironworkers in Cleve-
land, got long-awaited good 

news this July: $48 million in spe-
cial financial assistance to their 
pension plan that would reverse 
cuts that retirees had taken a few 
years before. This was part of a 
multibillion-dollar pension relief 
bill that Congress delivered last year, 
the American Rescue Plan. Presi-
dent Biden traveled to Cleveland 
to celebrate the relief and Local 17 
ironworker Bill DeVito introduced 
him from the stage.  

Like many other plans, the 
Cleveland pension plan had taken a 
hard hit during the Great Recession 
and had to cut benefits across the 
board. It was the right thing to do 
to save the plan, but it hurt. Retirees 
took cuts of 40% in some cases. Our 
union kept pushing for legislation 
to help these retirees.

It wasn’t easy. We fought for 
pension relief for decades. Past 
Congresses and presidents let us 
down. The last president dangled 
promises of pension relief in front 
of us for leverage but never deliv-
ered. Things seemed bleak, but we 
kept fighting.

We fought hard to elect people 
to Congress who would support our 
pensions, and in January of 2021, 
we won. Pension relief was the first 
thing they delivered once they were 
in power. This Congress passed 
the American Rescue Plan, which 
included billions in pension relief, 
as their first major legislation and 
President Biden signed it right away. 
Elections matter.

There was a roadblock — the 
agency that manages this money at 
first set conditions to the aid that 
were too strict for many plans to use 
the money. But Labor Secretary  — 
and union laborer — Marty Walsh 
sat down with Iron Workers’ busi-
ness managers with pension plans 
that had taken cuts. He listened to 
the problems our plans are facing 
and our suggestions for fixing them, 
then asked us to trust him. He 
and the president would make the 
American Rescue Plan work for as 
many ironworkers as possible.

Marty and President Biden kept 
their word. When the final pension 
rule was released this summer, the 
administration had made the major 
fixes we asked for. The special assis-
tance will work for more plans and 
keep them healthy after the assis-
tance is done.

Local 17 ironworkers have their 
retirements back. The retirees’ ben-
efits will be restored — including 
back pay making up for years of 
reduced income. Other ironworker 
plans will follow. This is thanks to 
our close relationship with our allies 
in Congress, the Labor Department 
and the White House.

Those allies in Congress are on 
the ballot this November. While 
we never base our relationship with 
elected officials on a single vote, 
every ironworker should know who 
voted for our pensions when they 
cast their ballot. Scan the QR codes 
above on this page to see the voting 
records of everyone in Congress on 
the American Rescue Plan. Every 
vote yes is a vote for union retire-
ments — and every vote no is a vote 
against us.

IRON  W ORK E RS  C E L E BR AT E  F IRS T  OF  I T S  K IND

PENSION RELIEF

Business managers meet with Labor Secretary Walsh about pensions: Rich Jordan, Local 17 
(Cleveland); Mike Randick, Local 25 (Detroit); Aaron Bast, Local 5 (Washington, D.C.); and Anthony Ladd, 
Local 751 (Anchorage, Alaska).

SenateHouse of 
Representatives
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L ong considered the official start of the political 
season, Labor Day is upon us and it’s time to get 
to work preparing our union brothers and sisters 

to get out the vote. Over the past few years, we’ve wit-
nessed more plainly than ever before — elections have 
consequences. 2022 will be no different and the repre-
sentatives that we elect this November will set the tone 
for policies that impact our rights as union members for 
decades to come. 

We’ve scored some major victories — support for 
multiemployer pension funds, a sweeping infrastruc-
ture package and updated rules to protect wages and 
workers looking to form a union at their workplace. 
But it has not been easy. Before the ink on these 
policies was even dry, anti-union forces got to work 
searching for a way to dismantle or repeal every one 
of our wins.

In 2022, ironworkers across the United States will 
head to the ballot box. We’re putting our political might 
to the test and changing up the way we talk about poli-
tics with working people. That means: 

A focus on organizing — year-round. 
This is a historic moment, but all roads lead back to our 
greatest strength — our members and potential mem-
bers. It’s not enough to only talk about politics from 
Labor Day to Election Day, we’ve got to talk to one 
another about the issues impacting our work every day, 

all year round. Every ironworker should understand 
why our union engages in politics.

Issues come first.
We must put issues first and educate ourselves on the 
topics that truly matter to our work and our rights as 
union members before we can connect those issues to 
candidates, ballot amendments and referendums. Iron-
workers are democrats, republicans, and everything in 
between, and the candidates we support must reflect that.

Accountability.
We must hold elected officials accountable to the issues 
that matter most to ironworkers. And we have to hold 
ourselves accountable, too, at every level of our union to 
be sure that each and every one of us not only talks the 
talk but also walks the walk to build a stronger union for 
the next generation of ironworkers.

Take the time now to check your voter registration status 
and make any necessary changes to avoid confusion at the 
ballot box. Make your plan to vote — early, by mail, or on 
Election Day. And ask your local union’s political coordi-
nator for more information about volunteer opportunities 
to help get all of our union brothers and sisters out to vote 
in this election. Every vote will make a difference and 
every ironworker should have a say in electing representa-
tives who will stand up for working families. 

ELECTION SEASON 
IS UPON US

ELECTION SEASON 
IS UPON US
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DEPARTMENT of REINFORCING IRONWORKERS
Mike Relyin

I f youf youf  are an ironworker member with reinforc-
ing experience but have mothballed your belt,

pliers and tie wire reel somewhere in a closet, stor-
age unit or the back of back of back  your of your of  garage, it may be may be may  time
to dig them out. If you If you If  are a member from another
part of our of our of  trade who hasn’t tied rods, it might be
time to consider visiting your local training center
for reinforcing training. If you If you If  are an ex-rodbuster
member, consider heading down to the union hall
to reinstate. Finally, if you if you if  are a rodbuster who has
never been a member and are looking for a better
opportunity asopportunity asopportunity  a member of our of our of  union, consider
joining and contacting the Iron Workers’ local in
your area.

If youIf youIf  are a local in one of the of the of  areas with a lot
of rebarof rebarof  work coming, work coming, work  it is time to recruit, reinstate,
train and organize.

Reinforcing ironworkReinforcing ironworkReinforcing  is ironwork is ironwork  breaking in breaking in breaking  the form of
mega-projects and infrastructure work in work in work  a big way big way big
in many areas many areas many  across the U.S. and Canada, and the
big questionbig questionbig  everyone is asking is, asking is, asking  “Where are we
going togoing togoing  get enough skilled rodbusters for our sig-
natory contractorsnatory contractorsnatory  to be able to bid and perform all
this work?”

In addition to the standard and standard and standard  regular and regular and  work- regular work- regular
load, the industry is industry is industry  seeing an seeing an seeing  increase
in the number of number of number  large of large of  projects that will that will that
be ongoing simultaneously ongoing simultaneously ongoing  over simultaneously over simultaneously  the over the over  next
few years.few years.few  This amount of amount of amount  work of work of  all work all work  at all at all  once at once at
is something we something we something  have not seen not seen not  in a long a long a
time, if ever. if ever. if  As outlined by outlined by outlined  General by General by  Pres- General Pres- General
ident Ericident Ericident  Dean Eric Dean Eric  in “Our Moment: “Our Moment: “Our  The
Forecast forForecast forForecast  North for North for  America’s Large-Scale
Industrial Projects,”Industrial Projects,”Industrial  available to watch
at ironworkers.org/this-is-our-moment,
some of these of these of  projects include:

• Ford is investing over $11 billion
in two projects, the Blue Oval City
project in Stanton, Tennessee, and
BlueOvalSK Battery Park in Glendale,
Kentucky. Each project is over 8 mil-
lion square feet and will have over
65,000 tons of rebar.

• Intel Corporation, Arizona,
is building a $20 billion
project, including 115,000
tons of rebar.

• Taiwan Semi-Conductor
Manufacturing Corporation,
Arizona, has an $18 billion project, including 100,000
tons of rebar.

• Intel Corporation, Columbus, Ohio, plans to invest
over $20 billion to build two state-of-the-art chip
factories, with a total investment of over $100 billion
for eight chip manufacturing plants. Each plant typi-
cally has about 50,000 tons of reinforcing steel.

• U.S. Steel is building a $3 billion steel mill in East-
ern Arkansas.

• The U.S. Naval Dry Dock $1.7 billion project in Maine
will include approximately 30,000 tons of rebar.

• Wind turbine bases across the U.S. will total about
100,000 tons of rebar in 2022.

These mega-projects alone include over
525,000 tons of reinforcing of reinforcing of  steel. Our signatory
contractors can only bid the work that they know
they can get enough skilled rodbusters to perform
efficiently. This boom in rebar work is an oppor-
tunity to grow the Iron Workers, leading to better
wages, benefits and profits. We must capitalize

on this opportunity to grow member-
ship and improve the industry.

What happens if our if our if  Iron Work-
ers’ locals, the known and dependable
go-to source for professional and
skilled reinforcing ironworkers, can-
not meet the challenge of supplying of supplying of
the industry with industry with industry  adequate numbers of
qualified rodbusters it demands? What
will happen if we if we if  focus only on only on only  supply-
ing workers to these mega-projects and
neglect the ongoing everyday projects everyday projects everyday
that provide paychecks for our mem-
bers and hours for our locals? The truth
is the work will work will work  get done; we already
know that.know that.know  The bad news is we won’t
be doing it. The nonunion and other

The reinforcing ironwork boom
in North America
It’s time to recruit, reinstate, train and organize

ironworkers.org/
this-is-our-moment

Follow this QR
code to a video

presentation from
General President
Eric Dean on why

we must take
advantage of the
moment in front

of us.
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trades are close by, waiting to take our work. We 
must not give them that opportunity. 

A skilled ironworker member shortage opens 
the door for the competition to take our market 
share and forces the industry to look for alternative 
means, methods or materials to reduce their need 
for our skilled rodbuster members.

In 1993, we saw the first rebar tie gun brought to 
the market, a tool that reduced the number of skilled 
workers needed to tie rebar. It also made it possible 
for the nonunion and other trades to do the work 

we didn’t have enough skilled people to do. In 2018, 
Advanced Construction Robotics (ACR) launched 
TyBOT, a rebar tying robot used on bridge decks. 
This year, ACR is launching a new robot called 
IronBOT, which will carry and lay-
out rebar on bridge decks handling 
up to 5,000 pounds at a time. ACR 
promotes both robots as a tool to 
help solve skilled worker shortages.

Recruiting, training and orga-
nizing enough skilled reinforcing 
ironworkers to meet the need of our 
signatory employers is only good 
enough to help maintain our shrink-enough to help maintain our shrink-enough to help maintain our shrink
ing market share. If we want to gain 
market share and grow, we must be 
able to supply skilled workers for the 
work we have and for the additional 
work we want. With the abundance 
of reinforcing work, conditions are 
right to grow our union and improve 
work opportunities for our members. 
Let’s all work together to get it done!

DEPARTMENT of REINFORCING IRONWORKERS
continued

THIS IS OUR MOMENT! 
Following the 
vision of President 
Eric Dean and the 
general executive 
committee, our 
union has launched an aggressive 
plan to organize every worker in 
the ironworking crafts. Tens of 
thousands of workers are being 
taken advantage of, underpaid, 
overworked and mistreated on 
projects across North Amer-
ica — they deserve the same 
treatment as us. They deserve 
a union contract. 

If you are interested in uplifting 
ironworkers and their families, 
apply today! Read more about 
the position and apply here:  
ironworkersrising.org/
be-an-organizer 

Project outside Phoenix, performed by W.W. J.D. J.V. and Reinforcing 
Local 847 (Phoenix).

3D Fly 
Through 
of Blue 

Oval City
Tennessee 

Ford

Advanced 
Construction 

Robotics 
IronBOT

SOURCES
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APPRENTICESHIP DEPARTMENT REPORT
Lee Worley

E very year,very year,very  local union apprenticeship depart-
ments seem to lose valuable instructors to

retirement or other endeavors and need to search
for their replacements. Lately, many ironworker many ironworker many
instructors have retired. And with the ongoing
COVID pandemic, it has been tough to replace
them and get them the required training to teach
and issue certifications to their membership. As a
result, the apprenticeship and training department
in Washington, D.C., frequently receives frequently receives frequently  calls from
locals seeking assistance for necessary and necessary and necessary  imme-
diate training. In January of January of January  this of this of  year, my office my office my
received such a call. The training coordinator for
Local 549 (Wheeling, W.V.) was looking for an
instructor who could train and certify their certify their certify  mem-
bers for post-tension projects scheduled in their
jurisdiction. The project contracts called for Post
Tensioning Institute (PTI) certifications in bonded
and unbonded installation.

A phone call was placed to apprentice coordina-
tor and PTI instructor Bob Bass, Local 1 (Chicago),
to see if he if he if  was available to conduct the training on training on training
short notice. With permission from his JATC, he
traveled to Wheeling to Wheeling to Wheeling  conduct the bonded and
unbonded classes.

Since Bass is an authorized train-the-trainer for
these classes, he was able to train workers for the
projects and update and certify instructors certify instructors certify  to teach
and administer PTI certification tests. During the During the During
week, he was able to train two local trainers and
update another.

Local unionLocal unionLocal  instructors assisted Bass assisted Bass assisted  with the
required classesrequired classesrequired  and observed and observed and  him observed him observed  administering

the PTI test. At the At the At  end of end of end  the of the of
week, the local had local had local  16 had 16 had  workers
certified incertified incertified  unbonded and unbonded and unbonded  13 and 13 and
certified incertified incertified  bonded installation. bonded installation. bonded

After theAfter theAfter  training, Kevin
Coulter, Local 549 Local 549 Local  business manager, said, “I would
like to give thanks to the Local 1 Local 1 Local  JATC and manage- and manage- and
ment forment forment  allowing for allowing for  their allowing their allowing  training their training their  coordinator training coordinator training  time coordinator time coordinator  from
his local responsibilities local responsibilities local  to travel to travel to travel  West Virginia West Virginia West  to Virginia to Virginia
help our local our local our  receive local receive local  the valuable training needed training needed training  to needed to needed
place qualified and qualified and qualified  certified and certified and  members certified members certified  on these jobs.
I’m very thankful very thankful very  to thankful to thankful  Robert for Robert for Robert  taking for taking for  the taking the taking  time to help
his fellow brothers fellow brothers fellow  and sisters and sisters and  out in out in out  a time a time a  of need.” of need.” of

Local 549 will now be now be now  able to supply the supply the supply  work-
force needed for the Wellsburg Bridge Wellsburg Bridge Wellsburg  spanning the spanning the spanning
Ohio River and two upcoming parking upcoming parking upcoming  structures parking structures parking
with trained and certified members.

Moving forward,Moving forward,Moving  the local has the trainers
needed to supply additional supply additional supply  post-tensioning certi- post-tensioning certi- post-tensioning
fied workers for future projects. A big thank big thank big  you thank you thank  to
Local 1 and Robert Bass for their help. Bass is also
one of two of two of  instructors for the bonded and unbonded
trainer courses at the annual instructor conference
in Ann Arbor, Michigan.

This is a prime example of
why ourwhy ourwhy  union works. We all
do what we can to assist one
another in a time of need. of need. of  For
information on PTI certifica-
tions, contact your local union
training departmenttraining departmenttraining  or visit
i ronworkers .org/t ra ining/
for-instructors/course-syllabus.

Post-Tensioning Training in
Wheeling, West Virginia

IRONWORKERS’ JOBLINE
C O N N E C T I N G  W O R L D - C L A S S  U N I O N  I R O N W O R K E R S  W I T H  U N I O N  E M P L O Y E R S

FIND OUT WHICH LOCALS
NEED WORKERS, TYPE OF WORK,

AND WHO TO CONTACT:
ironworkers.org

12 /2016

ironworkers.org/
training/for-instructors/

course-syllabus
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F rom its beginnings in 1842 on what is now
known as Grand Ave, throughout the 100 years
of producingof producingof  steel at a facility on facility on facility  Ada Street, to

its current location in Elmhurst, Illinois, Ralph H. Simp-
son Company has Company has Company  been fabricating steel for 180 years.
Signatory withSignatory withSignatory  Regional Shop Local 853 (Chicago),
Ralph Simpson specializes in fabricating small struc-
tural, miscellaneous, ornamental and stainless-steel
components. They are They are They  also signatory to signatory to signatory  Iron Workers
Local 1 (Chicago) and Local 63 (Chicago) for the erec-
tion and installation. Together with the Iron Workers
Union, Ralph Simpson services the greater Chicago area
with everything from stairs and rails to structural steel
and everything in between.

FOR 180 YEARS

SET IN STEELSETSETSETSETSETSET IN IN IN IN IN IN STEEL STEEL STEEL STEEL STEEL STEEL
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For 180 years, the company has left its mark in 
construction. Remnants from its rich history are show-
cased around its facility and the Chicago area. From 
its work on the Michigan Avenue Bridge and Lincoln 
Park Conservatory in the 1920s to its recent work on the 
Studebaker Theatre, Tribune Tower, the DePaul School 
of Music, Marina Towers, multiple data centers, and 
steel for the Local 63 training center, the company and 
the members take pride in their work knowing it has 
and will stand the test of time.

Recognized by the Chicago Historical Society and 
then Mayor Daley in 1971, the centennial anniversary 
of the Chicago Fire of 1871, Ralph Simpson proudly dis-
plays their commemorative coin and plaques for being 
one of the companies that survived the catastrophic 
Chicago Fire.

With its 20,000 square feet of fabrication space, the 
company has an impressive capacity of steel per year, 
a testament to stronger together. Together, the union 
members and company use their core values to drive 
their success. “Relationships, Creative Problem Solving, 
Resiliency and the Tenacity to Get Sh** Done” is their 
approach to every project. 

“Relationships with the customers, but also with 
our employees and their union are imperative,” says 
Company President Kris Haas. “Keeping the tight-knit 
family-style orientation at the shop is our focus. Resolv-
ing issues quickly together allows us to focus on the end 
goal of producing steel safely and on time,” he continued.

Having half of their employees and Local 853 mem-
bers earning 20 or more years of seniority is a testament 
to how working together can produce a favorable work 
environment and workforce. “We have never seen a lay-
off for the 20 years I’ve been here,” says employee Steve 
Stepien, Local 853 steward. “The work we do here is cool 
and interesting. We do a ton of different designs, with 
different finishes.”

The members pride themselves on their adapt-
ability to the variety of work they do. From a custom 
fabrication standpoint, it is truly remarkable to see the 
progress and success the company and its members 
have. The Iron Workers salute Ralph Simpson Com-
pany and the proud Local 853 members working there. 
With the mindset of safety first, with the “Tenacity to 
Get Sh** Done,” there is no telling what the next 180 
years in business have in store!
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F irst launched during the
pandemic in 2020, this rebar-

specific cost estimating and bidding
course is a valuable addition to
IMPACT’s extensive list of profes- of profes- of
sional development offerings. Cost
estimating for rebar projects is dif-
ferent from structural steel projects.
Therefore, IMPACT introduced a
specialized version of the of the of  existing
Fundamentals of Cost of Cost of  Estimating
and Bidding for Beginners course
to accommodate participants spe-
cializing in rebar.

“Having a“Having a“Having  structure around set-
ting upting upting  bid pricing is pricing is pricing  very helpful,” very helpful,” very
said Lee Andy Marcussen, Andy Marcussen, Andy  Founda-
tion Steel in Swanton, Ohio. “I have
been estimating for estimating for estimating  over three years
and wish this class were available
three years ago. Anyone with little
or no knowledge knowledge of rebar of rebar of  or bidding bidding
will gain useful knowledge from
this class.”

IMPACT’s Fundamentals of
Cost Estimating and Estimating and Estimating  Bidding for Bidding for Bidding
Beginners — Rebar course only
covers reinforcing steel installa-
tion estimating and estimating and estimating  bidding. It is
designed for ironworkers new to new to new
estimating orestimating orestimating  current estimators

who wish to learn a different, more
systematic approach to this incred-
ibly importantibly importantibly  task.

“The instructors were very
knowledgeable and explained
things more than once if needed,” if needed,” if
said Heather Baines of HR of HR of  Con- HR Con- HR
struction Services in Cleveland.
“This course was intense, but they
provided a relaxed environment.
I appreciated how they how they how  taught they taught they  the
class from the beginning and beginning and beginning  ended
with bidding on bidding on bidding  a job. I have imple-
mented the spreadsheet we used in
class when bidding on bidding on bidding  jobs. I have
also used the participant workbook,
exercises and handouts we received
as a reference when I am unsure
about something.”

There is no additional fee to take
the class as it is offered as a ben-
efit of participation participation of participation of  in IMPACT.
However, IMPACT does not cover
participants’ travel, lodging and
other expenses. In addition, par-
ticipants will need a computer or
a tablet with Microsoft Excel or a
similar spreadsheet program.

The customized cost estimat-
ing course for rebar is a three-day
training designed for ironworkers

and contractor personnel who need
a system for performing a quantity
takeoff, developing a cost estimate
and preparing a bid submission.
Individuals with one or more
years of estimating experience
may findmay findmay  this course beneficial as
a refresher to sharpen their skills.
The course covers:

• Developing a baseline unit price

• Identifying unit price modifiers

• How to review and use sup-
plier information

• Reviewing bid documents

• Completing a reinforcing bar
installation estimate

• Preparing a bid submission using
a bid proposal template

• Assembling and submitting
your bid

It provides a foundation for
individuals new to new to new  the estimating
process or those or those or  seeking to seeking to seeking  validate
their estimating techniques and
build confidence in their skills. their skills. their

“The course and the and the and  instructors
did andid andid  excellent job excellent job excellent  introducing the introducing the introducing
bidding processbidding processbidding  in a way a way a  that way that way  is that is that  easily
understandable,” said Kevin said Kevin said  Harrold
of Fortof Fortof  Wayne Fort Wayne Fort  Reinforcing (Auburn, Reinforcing (Auburn, Reinforcing
Ind.), who took the took the took  class in 2021.
“The course is presented in presented in presented  a way a way a  that way that way
established rodestablished rodestablished  companies rod companies rod  can uti-
lize the material presented material presented material  to presented to presented  modify
or tweakor tweakor  their tweak their tweak  existing their existing their  processes.” existing processes.” existing

Please visit the event page of the of the of
IMPACT website at impact-net.
org/Events for a complete listing
of IMPACT’sof IMPACT’sof  professional develop-
ment offerings.

T HE  BERLIN  S T EEL
CONS T RUC T ION  COMPA N Y

IMPACT Launches Rebar-
Specific Cost Estimating and

Bidding Fundamentals Course
Build Confidence in Your

Estimating Skills

Rebar cost estimating pilot program in Nashville, July 2021.

impact-net.org/Events
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F ounded in 1900, the Berlin
Steel Construction Company is Company is Company

considered a safe a safe a  and trustworthy
erection company that company that company  owners that owners that  and
general contractors depend on for
complex projectscomplex projectscomplex  on tight schedules. tight schedules. tight
Trusted by customers, by customers, by  as well as iron-
workers, a solid a solid a  reputation remains
a majora majora  reason major reason major  for the for the for  company’s
continued growth and success.

Headquartered in Berlin, Con-
necticut, the company signed
its first union contract in 1901;
Berlin Steel prides itself as itself as itself  likely
being the oldest continuous sig-
natory partnernatory partnernatory  with the union
ironworkers. Berlin Steel started
as a manufacturer of steel of steel of  arched

bridges and added structural steel
with erection services shortly
thereafter. Now a Now a Now  100% employee-
owned company, it is established
as a leader in the fabrication and
erection of structural of structural of  steel and

miscellaneous iron in the North-
east and Mid-Atlantic regions.

The company has company has company  regional offices
near Boston, Philadelphia, Balti-
more, Washington, D.C. and New
York City.York City.York  Berlin Steel operates two

SPOTLIGHT ON CONTRACTOR SAFETY:

T HE  BERLIN  S T EEL
CONS T RUC T ION  COMPA N Y

— TRUST AND SAFETY —

Local 7 — South Station Podium,
Boston — over 10,000 tons of steel are
being installed over 13 railway tracks
to expand the MBTA bus terminal and
parking facilities and provide the base
for future high-rise construction.

Hartford, Connecticut — Union ironworkers
erecting a steel frame building in 1911.
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fabrication facilities in Virginia, 
five erection divisions along the 
East Coast, and has a robust team 
of in-house engineers and detailers. 
It provides high value with turnkey 
problem solving, scheduling and 
planning, making it a dependable 
partner to its customers.

Berlin Steel believes that no task 
is so urgent that its employees can-
not take the time to perform their 
work safely. The company mantra 
that safety is a value that overarches 
all priorities is evidenced through-
out the business. Ironworkers and 
customers alike know that safety 

comes first, and this is a strong 
message communicated directly by 
CEO Dave Hunt. Through his lead-
ership, Berlin Steel has developed a 
top-tier safety orientation program, 
a new hire PPE bag program and has 
improved the safety of welders by 
purchasing over 30 3M Speedglas™ 
powered air-purifying respirators.

With an average workforce of 
395 for the past several years, BSCC 
has meticulously crafted a culture 
of safety through open communi-
cation and collaboration between 
employee ironworkers and manage-
ment. An example of this occurred 
recently at the John Hopkins Uni-
versity project. 

Berlin’s general foreman from 
Iron Workers Local  5 (Washing-
ton, D.C.) suggested a safer and 
more productive way of installing a 
Vierendeel truss. With the collabo-
ration of Berlin Steel management 
and engineering, he was able to 
communicate his ideas, which were 
accepted and incorporated into the 
project as worthy enhancements. By 

SPOTLIGHT ON CONTRACTOR SAFETY CONTINUED

“Top management considers no phase 
of operations or administration of 
greater importance than accident 
prevention and asserts accidents 
that result in personal injury and 

damage to property and equipment 
represent needless waste and loss. 

Therefore, the policy of Berlin Steel is 
to conduct all operations safely 

and to prevent all injuries and losses 
during the performance of our work.”

– DAVE HUNT

Local 5 — John Hopkins University — over 1,800 tons of steel were installed to complete the renovation 
of a 420,000-square-foot museum into a world-class academic building to include classrooms, offices, 
conferencing space and media suites.

Local 580 — USB Arena, Elmont, New York — 
Ironworkers erecting score board hoisting 
equipment onto the catwalk. Berlin Steel fabricated 
and erected stairs and other miscellaneous metals 
at the new home of the New York Islanders.
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modifying the support system, sta-
bility and safety were improved as 
well as time and cost.

In numerous situations, emplo-
yee ironworkers have come up with 
safety-focused, time-saving solutions 
to challenging issues. Berlin Steel 
ironworkers regularly access and 
refine the company-wide electronic 
file system that stores pertinent infor-
mation such as the company safety 
program, engineering documents, 
standards and forms, training pro-
grams and other useful information. 
Active participation in erection plan-
ning and collaboration has proven 
to be a game changer for Berlin 
Steel and is a rewarding experience 
for participants. 

Key ironworkers are given lap-
tops and iPads to better assist with 
communication and solve issues 
quickly in the field. Utilizing 3D 
models to ensure steel is coordi-
nated and tracked properly, the 
latest drawings can be accessed 
in real time to be sure everyone is 
working efficiently. A great exam-
ple is Berlin Steel’s most recent 
project at General Dynamics Elec-
tric Boat, South Yard Assembly 
Building in Groton, Connecticut. 
Starting in August 2020, over 1,600 
precast platform elements weighing 
as much as 166,000 pounds were 
erected onto plie caps over water. 
Upon completion of the 800-foot-
by-360-foot platform, a 12,500-ton 
high-bay assembly building was 
erected, with 50% of the steel arriv-
ing via barges. 

The ironworker of 2022 has a 
passion for safety and Berlin Steel 
offers unparalleled support for it to 
be realized to its fullest achievement. 

Being invited to engage actively 
and voice opinions, ideas and sug-
gestions via the various venues 
and platforms available, these pro-
fessional men and women drive 
effective safety in every manner. 
Berlin Steel is continuously showing 
its commitment to safety, culmi-
nating in a safety culture based on 
action and earned respect among 
customers, employees, and most of 
all, the union ironworker. 

East Crockett Street Bridge, San Antonio — Steel 
supplied by the Iron Bridge Company in 1891. The 
company was reincorporated as the Berlin Steel 
Company in 1900. More information can be found 
at berlinsteel.com.

East Crockett Street Bridge, San Antonio — Steel 

Local 15 and Local 424 — Platt Technical High 
School Milford, Connecticut — Architectural 
precast wall cladding with structural steel and 
structural precast frames. Over 975 tons of steel 
and over 1,000 pieces of mixed structural and 
architectural precast concrete.

South Station Podium, Boston.
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ORGANIZING NEWS

Organizing and Manufacturing News
Honeywell Integrated: A blueprint for effective internal organizing

R egional Shop Local 851 (Cleveland) jurisdiction
covers Ohio, which is an “agency” state. Like

right-to-work states,right-to-work states,right-to-work  agency states agency states agency  prohibit union
security clausessecurity clausessecurity  requiring union membership as a
condition of employment of employment of  in a collective bargaining
agreement. In an agency state agency state agency  like Ohio, workers have
the right to representation regardless of union of union of  status,
but unlike right-to-work states, right-to-work states, right-to-work  Ohio law requires law requires law
workers in a bargaining unit to pay for pay for pay  representation.
Workers may choose may choose may  between full union membership
or paying a reduced “representation” fee to the union/
agency selected.agency selected.agency  That choice can make organizing a
difficult process if workers if workers if  don’t understand the ben-
efit of a of a of  union beyond the wages and benefits dictated
in a collective bargaining agreement, just like in right-
to-work states.to-work states.to-work

In August 2021, leadership, representatives and
organizers from Local 851 and the Great Lakes District
Council met with Iron Workers’ organizing and manu-
facturing department representatives. After identifying
organizing obstacles and opportunities in the local’s
jurisdiction, the group decided on Honeywell Intel-
ligrated’s facility in facility in facility  London, Ohio, as their first target
for an organizing campaign. Honeywell had a five-year
collective bargaining agreement with approximately
400 workers employed at the location — 89 of whom of whom of
had chosen to be full dues-paying union members. Two
years into that contract, the group knew the knew the knew  timing was
right for internal organizing and a membership drive at
the company.

The initial group then formed an organizing team organizing team organizing
comprised of a of a of  collaboration of Regional of Regional of  Shop Local 851
members working working at working at working  Honeywell Honeywell London; Local 851 lead-
ership (Mike Bauman, president; Tracy Cutright, Tracy Cutright, Tracy  vice
president; and Jeanne Chaffin, regional shop represen-
tative); and manufacturing and manufacturing and manufacturing  organizing department organizing department organizing
representatives (Chris Rootes, assistant director of
manufacturing andmanufacturing andmanufacturing  David Richardson, general orga-
nizer assigned to the manufacturing and manufacturing and manufacturing  organizing
department). The team worked together to create an
organizing planorganizing planorganizing  and to develop and implement strate-
gies and tactics to achieve their campaign goals.

The first step in any successful any successful any  organizing effort organizing effort organizing
starts with union members. In September 2021, the
team began talking to talking to talking  the Local 851 membership about
the values they found they found they  most important, helping members helping members helping
vocalize areas of concern of concern of  or interest. This allowed every-
one on the team to identify what identify what identify  issues resonate with
industry workersindustry workersindustry  in the region.

After in-depth dialogues with members, the team
focused on concentrated member education using
Construction Organizing Membership Education
Training (COMET), tailored to the needs of a of a of  manu-
facturing local, organizing and steward training. Over
several months, the team introduced and laid out the
concept of internal of internal of  organizing to the membership, edu-
cating and building support for organizing in general,
and specifically, at the Honeywell London location.
As members began began to understand the critical need for
increasing membership, their interest surged in help-
ing with the local’s organizing efforts. The member
education drive culminated in the creation of a of a of  diversi-
fied organizing committee (OC) among members who
worked at Honeywell.

The OC’s role was to engage their coworkers, find
new waysnew waysnew  to reach out to prospective members and plan
and schedule outside activities for the Honeywell Lon-
don workforce. The Honeywell OC, now an now an now  integral
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part of the of the of  organizing team, organizing team, organizing  began to work toward work toward work  edu-
cating theircating theircating  nonunion coworkers in the London facility
on the importance and benefits of becoming of becoming of  a becoming a becoming  member
of theirof theirof  union.

While the OC was educating their educating their educating  coworkers, the
rest of the of the of  team shifted their attention to helping the helping the helping
OC prepare to respond to issues they encountered they encountered they  along
the way. They held They held They  worker meeting debriefs, meeting debriefs, meeting  member
education question-and-answer sessions, union organi-
zational and contract training and training and training  helped OC members
with work plans work plans work  and scheduling to scheduling to scheduling  accommodate OC
duties alongside their full-time jobs at the company.

The team met with met with met  workers the OC introduced to
them, held meetings to which all workers were invited
and answered questions and concerns. Card signing was signing was signing
done only when only when only  a worker a worker a  requested worker requested worker  an authorization
card and then came to a member a member a  of member of member  the of the of  organizing team organizing team organizing
to sign it — it — it  ensuring the ensuring the ensuring  worker was worker was worker  fully committed fully committed fully  to
being abeing abeing  long-term a long-term a  union member.

The organizing team organizing team organizing  decided to begin swearing
in new members. new members. new  Swearing in Swearing in Swearing  is one of the of the of  proudest
moments in any member’s any member’s any  career. It is the opportunity
to declare their commitment to the union, witnessed by
their new brothers new brothers new  and sisters, and to receive an official
welcome into the Iron Workers’ community. Local 851
new membersnew membersnew  felt a deep connection and ownership to
Local 851 after being being sworn being sworn being  in. Many Many began began Many began Many Many began Many  assisting assisting
the OC with organizing by organizing by organizing  becoming by becoming by  member becoming member becoming  activists,
taking stewardtaking stewardtaking  training, or just being a being a being  positive voice for
the union on the job.

By JanuaryBy JanuaryBy  2022, January 2022, January  active membership at Honeywell
had a net gain of 152 of 152 of  new full new full new  dues-paying members dues-paying members dues-paying
despite a hiring freeze hiring freeze hiring  during the during the during  COVID-19 pandemic.
The majority of majority of majority  the of the of  Honeywell London workforce were
now Ironnow Ironnow  Workers’ members. That majority created majority created majority  an
opportunity foropportunity foropportunity  a stronger voice on the job.

Seizing their opportunity, the team set up a meeting
with Honeywell London leadership. Throughout the
campaign, it became clear the employment retention
rate was higher for union members at Honeywell. Dur-
ing their meeting with Honeywell management, the
team pointed out how union how union how  membership saves Honey-
well money through money through money  better employee retention. Seeing
the truth in the claim, Honeywell leadership responded
by givingby givingby  the union a seat at the monthly company monthly company monthly
roundtable discussions and better access to the Honey-
well workforce.

Currently, the OC continues to organize new member new member new
activists and increase local membership. The organizing
team continues to train new stewards, new stewards, new  work with work with work  the OC
to address issues in the shop and work with work with work  the com-
pany topany topany  improve conditions and production.

Local 851 leadership is swearing in swearing in swearing  all new members new members new
at their monthly union monthly union monthly  meetings with membership cards
handed out as part of the of the of  ceremony, further cementing
new members’new members’new  connection to their union. The local still
represents about 400 workers at the Honeywell London
shop location, but now 248 now 248 now  of them of them of  are full dues-paying
Iron Workers’ members. Six are Six are Six  new member new member new  activists

The Take-Away: Consistent and visible representation
paired with member education is vital to growing

and sustaining membership.
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and nine are trained shop stewards who reflect the
diversity ofdiversity ofdiversity  the of the of  Honeywell workforce. An advanced shop
steward training course training course training  is currently being currently being currently  developed. being developed. being

The Take-Away: Consistent and visible representa-
tion paired with member education is vital to growing
and sustaining membership. sustaining membership. sustaining

Expanding success to other areas
Using theUsing theUsing  success at Honeywell as a blueprint, the
organizing teamorganizing teamorganizing  has begun expanding efforts expanding efforts expanding  to Hon-
eywell’s West Chester shop, also signatory to signatory to signatory  Local
851. The shop has 460 workers — 87 of whom of whom of  are full
dues-paying members.

Member education is an ongoing priority ongoing priority ongoing  at priority at priority  Local 851,
which promotes growth and activism. This has aided
in organizing efforts organizing efforts organizing  at West Chester, with members
actively engagingactively engagingactively  nonunion engaging nonunion engaging  coworkers at the shop and
creating Westcreating Westcreating  Chester’s own OC. Members, organizers
and Local 851 leadership are confident in continued suc-
cess using this using this using  internal organizing model. organizing model. organizing

The model is currently being currently being currently  used being used being  in other areas as
well, including Florida, including Florida, including  Tennessee and Wyoming. Local
unions there have committed to internal organizing

using teamwork,using teamwork,using  focused representation and member
education to build deep support for organizing. Man-
ufacturing localsufacturing localsufacturing  will continue to expand this internal
organizing modelorganizing modelorganizing  to build support, ownership and a
stronger, sustainable membership for the Iron Workers.

INTERNAL ORGANIZING CAMPAIGNS DO NOT INCREASE
THE CONTRACTOR BASE FOR ANY LOCAL UNION BY
THEMSELVES, BUT THEY DO:

+ Build the local membership base and per capita income

+ Help raise the standard for all workers in the region

+ Build confidence in Iron Workers Union representation

+ Empower workers with a belief in their ability to affect
change for themselves and coworkers at their facility and
throughout the region

+ Create opportunities for greater access and engagement
with signatory contractors through consistent and visible
representation in manufacturing facilities

+ Ignite member activism and pride

+ Open the door to organizing efforts at area nonunion
facilities in the future
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Stopping for water keeps you going.
Water. Rest. Shade.

U.S. Department of Labor of Labor of
Occupational Safety and Safety and Safety  Health Administration

www.osha.gov
1-800-321-6742 (OSHA)

TTY 1-877-889-5627

SHOP OUR LATEST COLLECTION OF APPAREL AND GIFTS
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1750 New York Avenue, N.W.
Suite 400
Washington, D.C. 20006
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